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ounded by Designers Quinn Boesenecker and Ping
To, Pinnacle Architectural Studio focuses on high-end

custom homes. From the beginning, Quinn knew that he
wanted to create a firm that would stand above the rest.
Not subscribing to one style in particular; Pinnacle prides
itself on being able to work with many styles ranging from
modern to Mediterranean and traditional to contemporary.
Since 2000, the firm has designed homes for some of Las
Vegas’ most prestigious communities such as Anthem
Country Club, Lake Las Vegas, MacDonald Highlands,
Queensridge, Seven Hills, Southern Highlands and The
Ridges. Each custom home design is a direct reflection
the client’s personal taste, desires and needs coupled
with the neighborhood design criteria to create a unique

custom masterpiece.
From its inception the firm has focused on giving individual
attention to each project. Quinn and Ping personally handle
the design work, no matter how many projects are on the
docket. Their hands-on approach results in one-of-a-kind
custom homes that seamlessly incorporate the geography
of Las Vegas with innovative architectural design.
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“Incorporating a variety of elements and materials into the design
creates depth and interest.”
		

—Quinn Boesenecker

Pinnacle Architecture Studio
arc hi t ec t ure
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“Just as different homeowners
require different designs, so do
different neighborhoods. The
best architects are flexible and
allow all types of architecture
to influence their work.”
		

—Quinn Boesenecker

Left: The modern home of photographer Peter Lik features a kitchen with

a 20-foot bamboo ceiling. A curved portion of the ceiling is completely
suspended over the nucleus of the space to provide more definition, while
a stone fireplace adds warmth and texture.

Photograph by Peter Lik
Previous Pages: A Las Vegas home featuring an abundance of windows and

an expansive wooden ceiling is angled to take advantage of breathtaking
city views. A custom steel fireplace, accompanied by a custom steel hearth
and mantle, serves as a major focal point for the great room but also acts
as a major support for the rear of this beautiful custom home. The back
of the home features an infinity pool that overlooks a golf course, and
beyond the course are magnificent views of The Red Rock Mountains and
the ever sought after Las Vegas strip.

Photographs by George Guttenburg
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Above: From the stainless steel backsplash to the xenon white light coves to the

Facing Page Top: A beautiful Tuscan Home was designed in a “U shape” to

black granite countertops, Ted and Arlene Schlazer’s custom home is a direct

protect it from the strong Las Vegas winds. The patio wraps inside the entire

reflection of their personality and lifestyle. Hip, yet classy with an unmistakable

courtyard and beyond the columns are large break-away doors that are able to

modern edge.

open up and take advantage of better weather. Of course, the view of the Las

Photograph by George Guttenburg

Vegas strip cannot be forgotten and is only a step away. Just to the right sits a
stairway that takes you up to a private patio with full views of the strip.

Photograph by George Guttenburg
Facing Page Bottom: A custom home was not only designed by Pinnacle, but

was built by Quinn as his personal home. In this photograph a 24-foot glass
wall completely disappears into a pocket to create a larger open space for
entertaining that is both inside and outside. A combination of limestone floors,
bamboo ceilings and metal overhangs are just some of the elements that make
the home truly unique.

Photograph by Sam Som
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“Each home should
be an expression of the
homeowner’s personality
and tastes. Therefore,
no two homes are ever
the same.”
		

—Quinn Boesenecker

Top: A solid mahogany door is the focus of a grand front entry.

Accented with solid stone columns, corbels and trim work, the
entrance makes an elegant statement.

Photograph by Sam Som
Middle: Known as the “house with legs” because of the columns

that stretch out from the house like a spider. These “legs” are not
only aesthetic but provide structural support for the patio and
the house itself. The result is a modern home that offers a sense
of warmth.

Photograph by Eric Jamison
Bottom: An inviting private courtyard greets guests as they make

their way to the front door, the courtyard also offers privacy to the
rooms that look out onto it and creates serene views dictated by
the design concept.

Photograph by George Guttenburg
Facing Page: A Mediterranean home features a classic combination

of arched windows with surrounds, corbels and pre-cast columns.
We designed the home to be elongated and in turn married it with
a 75’-wide pool with a disappearing edge all angled toward the Las
Vegas strip in order to provide breathtaking views.

Photograph by Eric Jamison
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“The landscape of Las Vegas affords so many opportunities to take an
innovative design approach. Every project offers new challenges and
ways to express new ideas.”
		

—Quinn Boesenecker

Above: A copper frame accented with stonework marks the entrance of a

Facing Page Top: Copper, metal, stone and stucco work together to create a

Las Vegas home. The home’s living room serves as a cozy receiving area and

textured exterior; while a custom iron and copper gate serves as the entrance

is accented by a two-story wood and metal fireplace as well as views of the

into a luxurious courtyard.

spectacular Las Vegas strip.

Photograph by George Guttenburg

Photographs by George Guttenburg
Facing Page Bottom: A living room’s trey ceiling is accented with metal,

stacked stone, solid pieces of granite and wallpaper to create a warm and
tactile atmosphere.

Photograph by George Guttenburg
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